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Dublin PopOut Map: pop-up city street map of Dublin city centre - folded pocket size travel

mapContents include maps of: Central DublinGreater DublinTemple BarPhoenix ParkAround

DublinThe ultimate pocket map of Dublin!Explore Dublin with the help of this genuinely

pocket-sized, pop-up map. Small in size, yet big on detail, this compact, dependable city map will

ensure you don&#39;t miss a thing.* Includes two pop-up maps covering central & greater Dublin*

Additional maps covering Temple Bar, Phoenix Park and around Dublin are also included * Handy,

self-folding tourist map is small enough to fit in your pocket yet offers extensive coverage of the city

in an easy-to-use format* Thorough street index is also featured and cross-referenced to the map so

you can easily find your destination* Hotels, restaurants, stores and attractions are all included
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This turned out to be pretty useless. True, it is compact, but the map itself is so small that it is

mainly helpful as an overview of the city. I could barely read the print. In fairness, there was a

larger-scale inset of the Temple Bar area, which was well done. All the Dublin hotels and tourist

centers hand out much better maps for free, so my advice is to wait and take advantage of them.

I got the map and it was GREAT! Folds up to fit nicely in a pocket, great suggestions, printing, etc.

The problem is the thing fell apart the first day we used it. It tore at EVERY SINGLE folded seam.

There are a lot of seams that make this map "pop out" so it basically fell apart in our hands.



Love this popout map, used one exactly like it 16 years ago, it works so wonderfully for walking the

city that we bought an updated one for our daughter's trip. Buy this map, you won't miss fussing

around trying to look at and then fold a huge map. This is perfect.

I'm going to Dublin next month and staying in the city's center. This PopOut map is just what I was

looking for...it actually has my hostel marked on it! I wanted something truly pocket-sized, and this

fits the bill. So far when the little maps pop out, they easily pop right back in again. My near vision is

starting to fade a little, but I can see the words on these maps easily. I have a list of 20 attractions I

want to visit in Dublin, and 18 of them are on these maps. It's helping orient me in advance to where

I'll need to go, and of course, I'll need it when I get there. It looks as if there isn't a lot of detail in

terms of the little backstreets and alleys.

The size was handy and fit well in pockets. I had bought maps for other countries in Europe and

they were bigger (like the size of a standard envelope) but I found I didn't use those at all and used

the ones the hotel gave us instead - because of the size.This was the only map I used instead of the

hotel map (and we went to 6 countries). Only once did it not fold back nicely together and even then,

you can still manage to shut it all back inside.

I ordered this map because I couldn't get the one that I wanted and this was an alternative, but I

ended up being very happy with it. It's so small it fits easily in my very small purse, and the way it

pops up makes it easy to pull out and view. My eyesight is not great and it's small but I was able to

use it easily and was very happy I had it!

We have not used it yet as our trip is upcoming but it is just what I was hoping for. Small, laminated,

folds up quickly and easily and packed with a lot of helpful info and landmarks in a small amount of

space. I can easily keep it in my pocket. Hope it turns out to be as useful as it looks.

Great little pocket size map which we took on a recent trip to Dublin (obviously). It's missing some of

the smaller side-streets but in general it's a great travel companion - especially for those

geographically challenged people. It's not as great as live Google maps or any iPhone map

function, but using a US-based smart phone on holiday is just not cost effective if not connected to

wifi...
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